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The energy infrastructure sector
requires substantial investment
ENTSO-E (2012): Europe
needs 51,000km of lines;
cost of €104bn till 2022

German NDP (2012):
Germany needs 3,800km of
new and 4,400km of
upgraded lines at cost of
€20bn till 2022
Citi (2009):UK needs €236bn
for modernising the electricity
sector over the next ten
years

Picture source: GENI
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Britain developed a “new” regulatory system
to offer incentives for efficient investments
 European regulators fear the inefficiency of “rate-of-return regulation”
 They adopted “RPI-X” to encourage efficient cost reduction
 RPI-X price caps
– encourage cost minimisation, but
– discourage efficient investment

 Growing need for investment requires
a new scheme to encourage efficient
spending as well as cost minimisation
In Britain, Ofgem dropped “RPI-X” in 2010, in favour of “RIIO”:
Revenue=Incentives+Innovation+Outputs
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The Dutch regulator (NMa) is also discussing
how to set incentives for efficient investment
“Width” (i.e. “Tightness”) of Regulation
Tight
Affordable energy transport
Efficient network operations
Risk of non‐financeability
(worse financial position,
less investment)

Risk of underinvestment
(lower quality,
lower security of supply)
Low

“Power” (Efficiency Incentives)

High

Favourable Investment Climate
Risk of overinvestment
(more investment than necessary,
gold plating)
Source: NMa

“Soft”

Risk of excess profit
(tariffs much higher
than costs)
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The discussion of “Tightness”/ ”Softness”
indicates a concern, but not a useful solution
Economic Profit
Cost of
Equity

Accounting Profit

Cost of Debt
Total
Revenues

Operating
Expenses

Investment
Costs

 Regulators face two conflicting pressures
Economic
costs

– Pressure to prevent actual returns remaining
above economic costs
– regulated firms will not retain/attract capital if
actual returns are lower than economic costs

 This drives revenues towards economic costs

 It is difficult for any regulator to justify offering more revenue than necessary to
cover properly measured costs. Concept of tight/soft regulation does not offer
any objective rationale for doing so.
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Efficient regulation must offer a
reasonable prospect of cost recovery
Capital Expenditure
(Capex)
£ million
per annum

Three Principles of Regulation

1 The Revenue Standard
– reasonable prospect of cost recovery
(including a normal rate of profit in
normal conditions)
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The Incentive Standard

Allowed Revenues
?
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– incentives for efficiency that are compatible with the revenue standard
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The Procedural Standard
– Transparent, stable, and predictable rules (and rules for changing the rules)
Under RIIO, the “well justified” forecast business plan” focuses
attention on procedures for assessing future expenditure
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The principles of “good regulation” are
reflected in rating agencies assessment of
credit risk

Any failure to
allow for
economic cost
recovery will
show up in tests
for financeability

Source: Moody’s Rating Methodology, Regulated Electric and Gas Networks (2009)
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Key regulatory mechanisms in Germany
violate the “Revenue Standard”
11,00%

Outturn Return on Equity vs
Allowed Rate of Return on Equity

10,00%
9,00%
8,00%

New investment
allowance rules allow for
economic cost recovery

?

No violation
Violation

7,00%
6,00%
5,00%
4,00%
3,00%
2,00%
1,00%
0,00%

Equal or more than the
cost of capital?

The German regulatory system scores well by the procedural standard (legislative
rules) and incentive standard (price caps), but not so well by the revenue standard
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EC request for benchmarking requires
“softness” to ensure cost recovery
 A benchmark score of e.g. 90%, i.e. target of costs that the
regulated firm would expect to earn in “normal conditions”


DEA: Inefficiency or Omitted
Variables (Who knows…)

EC REGULATION: “In calculating tariffs … it is important to take account of the
actual costs incurred, insofar as such costs correspond to those of an efficient …
network operator...” (No 715/2009)

 Violation of Revenue Standard:
 Exceptional performance in return for rate of return
defined by the cost of capital observed in average
conditions

BNetzA Benchmarking Results for RP1

 Two adjustments necessary (“Softness”)
– Set a rate of return for an efficient company,
i.e. the cost of capital plus the efficiency
reward
– Outright offset of the expected shortfall in
revenues (e.g. “financeability adjustments”)
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Frequency

FR - GT

PO - GD

GB - GT

PO - ED
FR - GD
ES - GD

PO - GT
GB - ED

NL - GD
IT - GD

NL - ET
PO - ET

IT - ET
IT - GT
AT - GD
NL - GT

AT - ET
FR - ET
IR - ET

BE - GD

DK - GD
FI - GT

BE - ED

BE - GT

BE - ET

The common framework (CAPM) to set the allowed rate
of return can justify a wide range of results which
makes further checks on financeability necessary
Actual decisions by
regulators

BNetzA decision for RP2
(9.05% on post-tax basis)
is below EU average
Simulation of uncorrelated
combination of regulatory
decisions on individual
CAPM parameter values
(risk free rate, beta, market
risk premium)

Source: NERA analysis

Allowed Return on Equity (nominal, post‐tax, 40% Equity)
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Ofgem requires firms to conduct risk
assessments and risk modelling to
ensure financeability
Ofgem expects DNOs to propose appropriate levels for notional gearing and cost of equity that
are consistent with their cash flow risk.

Quotes from Ofgem’s “Strategy Consultation for the RIIO-ED1 price control – Overview”, Sept 2012
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Procedural standard and regulatory
rules reduce regulatory risk (and costs)
 Regulators find it difficult to make binding commitments because they are often
legally unable to limit future decisions by the same agency
 Cf US standard set by Supreme Court in 1944 – provide an opportunity to
earn the cost of capital after recovering investment and operating costs
 In practice, any form of regulation needs to develop over time a set of rules
governing the three stages of a regulatory process:
1. Rules to define costs
2. Rules to derive total revenues (and/or tariffs) from costs at each review
3. Rules to update total revenues (and/or tariffs) over time between reviews

Procedural standards and regulatory rules reduce risk and the cost of
capital, without destroying incentives for efficient investment
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 Complimentary weekly newsletter
that features our latest thinking
 Updates on new publications,
events, and client case/project
work on our website
 Subscribe now online at
www.nera.com/neraweekly.asp
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